
Wolves have many adaptations that let them survive in different environments. Can you

figure out how an Arctic gray wolf's paws are built for cold, snowy weather?

(P)AWESOME PAWS

Hi, I'm Atka!

Arctic gray wolves (Canis lupus arctos) live

primarily in the Arctic, the region located above 67°

north latitude. These fascinating creatures are

designed by the pressures of nature and are well

adapted to survive on the icy landscape. Arctic

wolves have two layers of fur: the long guard hairs

that form the visible outer layer of of the coat and

the soft dense undercoat. The coarse guard hairs

determine a wolf’s appearance/color and work like a

raincoat, protecting a wolf from rain, snow, and

sleet. The insulating undercoat is usually gray in

color and keeps the animal comfortable in cold

temperatures.

Using what you've just learned, list four ways the paws of

an Arctic wolf could help them survive in cold, snowy

places. Look at Atka's paw print for clues!

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Large paws act like snowshoes

Hair between toe pads reduces
heat loss

Long toes help wolves navigate
uneven ground

Blunt claws and hair provide
traction and grip on ice
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